SUBMISSION RELEASE AGREEMENT - talonisuwanmanfilms.com
Dear talonisuwanmanfilms.com owner(s)/executives, I am submitting to you herewith the referenced
material such as any written material and/or tapes (hereinafter referred to as the "Material") pursuant to
the following terms and conditions.
1. I am interested in having you evaluate my material which I own exclusively, or I am authorized by
written agreement from the owner(s), including all rights, to submit it. As a consequence, thereof, I
understand that submitting such Material through this website I am agree to all terms and conditions
herein.
2. I represent and warrant that I am the material’s author; that I am sole owner of the right, title and
interest in and to the material; that I have the authority to make this submission and to grant the rights
being conveyed to you hereunder; that the material does not infringe upon a third party’s copyright; that
the material does not violate anyone’s right of privacy nor is it defamatory. I agree to indemnify you and
hold you harmless from any claims, losses, judgments, and expenses (including reasonable legal fees and
costs) that are incurred by you due to my breach of the aforementioned warranties and this Submission
Release.
3. I understand that you create screenplays, scripts, any written work, in-house and, as such, that you may
be developing a screenplay that is similar to the material that I am submitting to you. Furthermore, I am
also aware that a third party may submit a screenplay to you that is comparable to mine, which you may
decide to acquire and produce. You may produce said screenplay and material, without any obligation to
me of any kind, a screenplay that though similar to the material was independently created by a third
party or you.
4. I agree to fully release and discharge talonisuwanmanfilms.com and its owner(s) from any liability in
connection with loss or damage to the Material.
5. I acknowledge that no fiduciary or confidential relationship now exists or will ever exist between us by
reason of this agreement or submission of the material to you. No express or implied agreements will be
existing between us as a consequence of this unsolicited submission or conversations in reference thereto.
6. talonisuwanmanfilms.com and its owner(s), shall be deemed to include the parent(s) companies and/or
individuals, its employees, representatives, agents and any affiliated and/or contractors, herein this
submission release agreement.
7. The arbitrators' award shall be final and binding and a judgment upon the award may be enforced by
any court of competent jurisdiction.
8. This Release Agreement cannot be modified or waived in any way, unless by a written notice stated by
the talonisuwanmanfilms.com’ s owner(s). I hereby state that I have read and understand this agreement
and that no oral representations of any kind have been made to me and that this agreement states our
entire understanding with reference to the subject matter hereof. This Release Agreement shall be deemed
to be fully enforced if following adding Materials would be sent to talonisuwanmanfilms.com’ s owner(s)
by electronic mail or by any other form of shipping/consigning.

READ AND AGREED AND ACCEPPTED BY THE WHO SUBMITTED THE MATERIALS THROUGH THE
TALONISUWANMANFILMS.COM ‘s FORM(s).

